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ǾǼǽȄöÞÄ¬ÄæÚÞæ¬Ä¤Ú¬£ËÚ½½Ë£êÞö¬æ©æ©ê×Þ
ÄËöÄÞË£æ©×Ë½¬æ¬½½¬ÃæɇêÄÃ×½ËüÃÄæ
ÚÃ¬Ä¬Ä¤ÚÃÚº½ü½ËöæȀɌǽʦÄæ©ÃÄ£ËÚ
û×Ú¬ÄɇÙê½¬æüÃ¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬õÄËĆÞê××ËÚæ
Ä¬æÞ©¬¤©Úæ©ÄöɹõÞÄ¬ÄÚÄæüÚÞɌ
With organisations powering on
with their plans for growth, the
demand for more professional,
Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬õÄËĆÞê××ËÚæ
ÞæąËÄæ¬ÄêÞæË¬ÄÚÞɌ
CËÚÞ×¬Ĉ½½üɇ+YÄ
administration roles will become
integral to business outcomes
in the year ahead. The focus
©ÞĈÚÃ½üÞ©¬£ææËÃû¬Ã¬Þ¬Ä¤
employee engagement through
providing more training, and
working towards personal
development plans to upskill

more than their basic salary.
Flexible working and the ability
to work from home appear
to be the most sought after
ÄĈæÞɇ£Ë½½Ëö½ËÞ½üü
training opportunities, and the
promise of progression and
promotion. The need for new
+Y¬Ä¬æ¬æ¬õÞÄÞæÚæ¤¬Þ¬Þ
likely to increase the demand
£ËÚÙê½¬ĈÄû×Ú¬Ä
individuals to help devise,
support and implement these
ąæ¬õ½üɌ

c©£ËêÞ©ÞĈÚÃ½üÞ©¬£ææËÃû¬Ã¬Þ¬Ä¤Ã×½Ëü
Ä¤¤ÃÄææ©ÚËê¤©×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ÃËÚæÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤ɇÄöËÚº¬Ä¤
æËöÚÞ×ÚÞËÄ½õ½Ë×ÃÄæ×½ÄÞæËê×Þº¬½½Ã×½ËüÞ
employees, not only for
progression purposes, but also
to make sure they are keeping up
with digitisation and automation
of certain business processes.
In addition to this, the need
£ËÚÄËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄæËËąÚ
more than just a competitive
salary is stronger than ever.
c©.VYöÚCÄ¤ÃÄæ
Report produced towards
the end of 2018 found that
97% of employers in the UK
Ú×½ÄÄ¬Ä¤æËÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½ü
¬ÄÚÞæ©¬ÚÞ×ÄËÄÄĈæÞ
over the next two years, as
candidates are now looking for
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We have also seen an increase in
Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬õÄËĆÞê××ËÚæ
professionals receiving bonuses
and extra perks that you
wouldn’t necessarily expect for
lower salary positions. Again this
¬ÞÚĉæ¬ËÄË£©¬¤©ÃÄ
for candidates and the need to
retain good people. Candidates
¬Äæ©¬ÞĈ½ÚÄËöÚ¤ê½Ú½ü
receiving more than one job
ËąÚææ¬ÃÄÚÚ¤ê½Ú½ü
×ÚËõ¬ö¬æ©ËêÄæÚËąÚü
their current employer. A good
ÄĈæÞ×º¤ö¬½½Ëæ©Äæ¬
and retain top talent.

ȅȃ%

Ë£Ã×½ËüÚÞ
¬Äæ©g;Ú×½ÄÄ¬Ä¤
æËÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½ü¬ÄÚÞ
æ©¬ÚÞ×ÄËÄÄĈæÞ
ËõÚæ©ÄûææöËüÚÞɇ
ÞÄ¬æÞÚÄËö
looking for more than
æ©¬ÚÞ¬Þ½ÚüɌ

We have noticed a particular rise
in Personal (PA) and Executive
Assistant (EA) roles – we placed
45 in the past year, which is
more than three a month. The
ability to multi-task, prioritise,
adapt to changing situations,
and carry out a broad range of
tasks is a must for any EA and
õÄÞÃ½½ÚĈÚÃÞÚËêÄæ©
Ú¤¬ËÄÚĈÄ¬Ä¤æ©¬ÚCÄ¤¬Ä¤
Directors, CEO’s and Board
members in need of this level of
support to keep things running
smoothly. This need has been
Úĉæ¬ÄÞ½Ú¬Þɇö¬æ©Ä
average 3% increase in wages.
In this report, we have analysed
more data than ever before,
utilising our extensive resources

ÄYCÞüÞæÃɇÄõ½êæ¬Ä¤
all of the intelligence we have
gained over the past year. We’ve
also analysed every inch of data
öËê½ĈÄÄÃæË
relevant from a variety of reports
available in the wider market to
provide the best insights into
both hiring and candidate trends
ÚËÞÞæ©JĆ]ê××ËÚæÄ
Technical disciplines.
.©Ë×üËêĈÄæ©¬ÞÚ×ËÚæêÞ£ê½Ɍ
Our systems allow us to provide
analysis, overview of trends
ÄÃËÚÞ×¬Ĉ¬ÄÞ¬¤©æÞ¬Ä
response to client requirements.
Please email me personally on
½ÚöÞæÚʱÚöÞæÚ×ÚæÄÚÞɌËɌêº
if I can extend this service to you
and your business in 2019.

Lisa Brewster
Partner
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Cæ©ËË½Ë¤ü

c©JĆ]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½·ËÃÚºæɫǾǼǽȄ

JêÚ]½ÚüY×ËÚæ©ÞÞêÚÚ×êææ¬ËÄÞ¬Ä¤ËÄË£æ©ÃËÞæ
ËÃ×Ú©ÄÞ¬õ½üÚÞÚ©Äê×ɬæËɬæÚ×ËÚæÞõ¬½½æË
Ã×½ËüÚÞɌc©ÚÞËêÚÞêæ¬½¬Þ£ËÚæ©¬ÞÚ×ËÚæ¬Ä½êÞæ©£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤
ÞËêÚÞɚ½½£ËÚæ©yËÚºÞ©¬Úɇ+êÃÚÄÞæC¬½ÄÞÚ¤¬ËÄÞɛɆ

The percentage of ɸ¬ÃÃ¬æ½üõ¬½½ɹ
õ¬½½ɹ
candidates starting jobs.

JõÚ

ǿɇȂǼǼ

vacancies registered
with us during 2018.

Our Partners’
ËÃ¬Ä

ȀȁüÚÞ
of experience in the
recruitment industry
in this region.

JêÚËÄÞê½æ¬Ä¤
æÃɹÞËÃ¬Ä

ǽȁǼüÚÞ
of experience in the
recruitment industry
¬Äæ©¬ÞÚ¤¬ËÄ£ËÚJĆ
]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½ÞæąɌ

Our preferential online
resources providing
access to over

ȀǼÃ¬½½¬ËÄ
CVs as
Ä©ÃÚº¬Ä¤æ

JõÚ

ǽȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ǽȄ%
ǽǽ%
ȅ%

Average length of time to recruit from the
beginning of the process to start date:

Administrator level
Ǿ
 ǽüÞ
Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæËÚ½õ½

CÄ¤Ú¬½½õ½

½

ȂǾüÞ
CÄ¤Ú¬½½õ½

Director level
evel

ǽǿȀüÞ
¬ÚæËÚ½õ½

applications received by
our consultants in 2018.
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CAUTION

Information from reports
and press releases from

Career
Hazard

The highest number of
×ÚÃÄÄæ·ËËąÚÞ£ËÚ
a single candidate.
g×£ÚËÃǿ¬ÄǾǼǽȃ

ǾǿɌǽ%
The percentage of candidates
ö©ËÚ¬õËêÄæÚɬËąÚ
when they handed in their notice.
g×£ÚËÃǾǽɌȀʦ¬ÄǾǼǽȃ

%

ȂɌǾ

The percentage of candidates
ö©Ë×ææ©ËêÄæÚɬËąÚɌ
g×£ÚËÃȁɌȃʦ¬ÄǾǼǽȃ

ȁ,ȅȀȃ
Average number
of candidates
approaching each
of our consultants
in 2018.

ËöÄ£ÚËÃȂɇȁǽȂ¬ÄǾǼǽȃ

ǽȀɌǿʦ

õÚ¤¬ÄÚÞ
¬ÄÞ½ÚüËÄÃËõ¬Ä¤
Ã×½ËüÚÞɌ
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+Y×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ
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+Y×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ(continued)

c©ÃÄ£ËÚ+Y×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Þ©ÞËÄæ¬Äê
æË¬ÄÚÞËõÚæ©½ÞæüÚɇö¬æ©Þ½Ú¬Þ
¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä¤ÞÃê©Þǽǿʦ¬Äæ©=ÚÄ¬Ä¤ʲ
õ½Ë×ÃÄæÄc½ÄæCÄ¤ÃÄæÞ×¬½¬ÞÃɇ
ÄÄõÚ¤¬ÄÚÞË£ȃʦËõÚ½½Ɍ
The focus remains heavily on talent retention, employee engagement,
ÄÃËÞæËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞö©õÞ×ËºÄæËÚÄËöÃº¬Ä¤Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ
©Ä¤ÞæËæ©¬ÚÄĈæÞ×º¤ÞæËÃºæ©ÃÃËÚææÚæ¬õɌ
c©Ä£ËÚû×Ú¬ÄÄÙê½¬Ĉ¬Ä¬õ¬ê½Þö©ËÚ×½Ë£
developing and driving new initiatives is greater than ever, and employers
are willing to pay a higher salary for the top talent. There is also the
¬ÄÞ×½¬Ã×æË£Úû¬æɇö©¬©ö¬½½ÚÙê¬Ú½½+Y©ÄÞæËæ©
pump to navigate.

PËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ

c©æË×Ĉõ
in-demand HR
ÚË½Þ£ËÚǾǼǽȄ*
ǽ c½ÄæCÄ¤Ú
Ǿ +Y&ÄÚ½¬Þæɒ 
 êÞ¬ÄÞÞVÚæÄÚ
3 =ÚÄ¬Ä¤Ä

 õ½Ë×ÃÄæ]×¬½¬Þæ
4 JÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄ½ 
 õ½Ë×ÃÄæ]×¬½¬Þæ
ȁ +Y¬ÚæËÚ
*

;ü©¬Ú¬Ä¤ÚÞ£ËÚ+YVÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Þ

ÞËÄËêÚǾǼǽȄĈÄ¬Ä¤ÞɌ

 

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Úü
C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cÃ×©ËêÚ½üÚæ
cü×¬½

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cü×¬½

Generalist HR
Assistant/Administrator

£17,500

£30,000

£23,000

£10.00

£16.00

£12.50

Advisor

£26,000

£40,000

£34,000

£12.00

£20.00

£16.00

 CÄ¤Ú
Business Partner
 +Ë£
Director

ʋǿǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿȃɇȁǼǼ

ʋǽȁɌǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

ʋǾǾɌǼǼ

£34,000

£65,000

£47,500

£18.00

£26.00

£24.00

ʋȁȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȅȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

ʋȁǼǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

£75,000

£145,000

£105,000

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȄȁǼ×Úü

ʋȁȁǼ×Úü

 =ÚÄ¬Ä¤ʲõ½Ë×ÃÄæɒc½ÄæCÄ¤ÃÄæ
Assistant/Administrator

£22,000

£30,000

£25,000

£12.00

£16.00

£14.00

Advisor

£25,000

£40,500

£34,000

£15.00

£20.00

£16.00

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋȀǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

ʋǿǼɌǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

 +Ë£

ʋȁǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȄȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

ʋȁȁǼ×Úü

ʋȀǾȁ×Úü

Director

£80,000

£150,000

£102,000

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȄǼǼ×Úü

ʋȂǼǼ×Úü

 JÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄ½õ½Ë×ÃÄæɒ©Ä¤CÄ¤ÃÄæ
Consultant

Change
Management

VÚ£ËÚÃÄ
and Reward

Talent
Management

Learning and
õ½Ë×ÃÄæ

£32,000

£65,000

£48,000

ʋǾǼǼ×Úü

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋǿȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

ʋȁǼǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

 +Ë£

ʋȂǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǾȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȅȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȃȁǼ×Úü

ʋȁǼǼ×Úü

YÚê¬æÃÄæɒYÞËêÚ¬Ä¤
Assistant/Administrator

£19,000

£27,500

£24,000

£10.50

£15.00

£12.00

Advisor

£23,000

£40,000

£30,000

£12.00

£18.00

£16.00

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋǾȃɇȁǼǼ

ʋȁȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

ʋǿȁɌǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

 +Ë£

ʋǿȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

Director

£60,000

£115,000

£85,000

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȂȁǼ×Úü

ʋȁȁǼ×Úü

cÃ×ËÚÚüÚæÞɆ All of the temporary rates we have outlined include basic pay and holiday pay.
They do not include employers’ NI or any agency mark up or margin.
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VɒJĆ]ê××ËÚæ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ

VɒJĆ]ê××ËÚæ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ(continued)

c©ËĆÞê××ËÚæÞæËÚËÄæ¬ÄêÞæËæ©Ú¬õɇ
ö¬æ©ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞÚÙê¬Ú¬Ä¤ÃËÚÄÃËÚ
Þê××ËÚææËº×æ©¬Ä¤ÞÚêÄÄ¬Ä¤Ć¬Äæ½üɌ
This year we have seen an
average increase of 6.6% across
all positions, with Executive and
Personal Assistants becoming
the most in-demand roles,
ö¬æ©JĆCÄ¤ÚÞÄ
Receptionists close behind.
Candidates with experience
and skill sets that will add
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Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæõ½êÚÚ¬õ¬Ä¤
higher-than-average starting
salaries to attract and then retain
them. Executive Assistants in
particular, because of the broad
range of responsibilities and
tasks involved, and the fact that
they tend to line manage other
VɹÞÄËĆÞê××ËÚæÞæąɇÚ
highly sought after.

c©æË×Ĉõ
¬ÄɬÃÄVɒ
JĆ]ê××ËÚæ
ÚË½Þ¬ÄǾǼǽȄ*

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Úü

 

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cÃ×©ËêÚ½üÚæ

Data Entry

£16,500

£20,000

£18,000

£9.00

£12.00

£10.00

Administrator

£17,000

£22,000

£18,000

£9.00

£12.00

£10.00

cü×¬½

C¬Äʋ

 ]½ÞÃ¬Ä¬ÞæÚæËÚ

ʋǽȃɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȅɇǼǼǼ

ʋȅɌǼǼ

ʋǽǾɌǼǼ

ʋǽǼɌǼǼ

£24,000

£20,000

£10.00

£12.00

Ǿ JĆCÄ¤ÚÞ

£9.00

 ]ÚæÚü

ʋǾǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǼɌǼǼ

ʋǽȂɌǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

3 Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄ
CÄ¤ÚÞ

 =¤½]ÚæÚü

ʋǾǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǼɌǼǼ

ʋǽȂɌǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

 Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄCÄ¤Ú

ʋǾȂɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǾɌǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

ʋǽȂɌǼǼ

4 Y×æ¬ËÄ¬ÞæÞ

 JĆCÄ¤Ú

ʋǾȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

ʋǾǽɌǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

Receptionist

Personal Assistant

£26,000

£35,000

£30,000

£14.00

£21.00

£18.00

Executive Assistant

£28,000

£40,000

£35,000

£15.00

£24.00

£18.00

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Ú¬ÞɆc©ÞĈ¤êÚÞÚ½ææËÞ¬Þ½ÚüËÄ½üÄDJcæËæ½ÚÃêÄÚæ¬ËÄ×º¤Ɍ
Temporary rates: All of the temporary rates we have outlined include basic pay and holiday pay.
They do not include employers’ NI or any agency mark up or margin.

.VÙê½¬Ĉ

Ú¬æ¬½æ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ä
ËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄ

ąæ¬õæ¬ÃÃÄ¤ÃÄæ
and organisational skills

]VɒYCû×Ú¬Ä

cü×¬½

£18,000

ÞËÄËêÚǾǼǽȄĈÄ¬Ä¤ÞɌ

VÚËĈ¬Äæ¬ÄC¬ÚËÞË£æ
]Ë£æöÚVº¤Þ

Cûʋ

 VɒJĆ]ê××ËÚæ

ǽ ûêæ¬õÞÞ¬ÞæÄæÞɒ
VÚÞËÄ½ÞÞ¬ÞæÄæÞ

*

]º¬½½ÞÄXê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄÞ¬ÄÃÄɆ

 VËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ
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êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ

êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ(continued)

+¬¤©Ùê½¬æüêÞæËÃÚÚ¬Þæ©ºü£ËêÞË£ÄüêÞ¬ÄÞÞɇÄæ©×Ë×ê½Ú¬æü
Ë£ËÄææ¬Ä¤ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞõ¬ÞË¬½Ã¬£ËÚ½½æËÞ©¬¤©æÄÞæ©
ÚÙê¬ÚÃÄæÞ£ËÚû×Ú¬ÄêÞæËÃÚÞÚõ¬×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Þö©ËÄ
ÃÄ¤æ©ÚÞ×ËÄÞ¬¬½¬æüË£©Ä½¬Ä¤êÞæËÃÚÞ¬ÄõÚü×ê½¬öüɌ

 VËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Úü

 

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cü×¬½

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cü×¬½

 êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬Þõ¬ÞËÚ

ʋǽȃɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȅɇǼǼǼ

ʋȅɌǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

ʋǽǼɌǼǼ

 cÃ=Úɒ]ê×Úõ¬ÞËÚ

ʋǾǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȂɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǾɌǼǼ

ʋǽȁɌǼǼ

ʋǽȀɌǼǼ

 êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬ÞCÄ¤Ú

ʋǾȃɇȁǼǼ

ʋȀǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿȂɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȁɌǼǼ

ʋǾǾɌǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

This need for talented and experienced candidates has had a huge impact on salaries, with an average
Þ½Úü¬ÄÚÞË£ȃɌȁʦɌc©©Ä¤¬Ä¤½ÄÞ×Ë£êÞæËÃÚÚö¬½½ÃËÞæÚæ¬Ä½üąæÞ½Ú¬ÞÄ
hiring decisions.

 +Ë£êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬Þ

ʋǿȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

ʋǾȄɌǼǼ

ʋǾǾɌǼǼ

cÃ×©ËêÚ½üÚæ

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Ú¬ÞɆc©ÞĈ¤êÚÞÚ½ææËÞ¬Þ½ÚüËÄ½üÄDJcæËæ½ÚÃêÄÚæ¬ËÄ×º¤Ɍ
cÃ×ËÚÚüÚæÞɆ All of the temporary rates we have outlined include basic pay and holiday pay.
They do not include employers’ NI or any agency mark up or margin.

]ËÃË£æ©æÚÄÞöö¬½½Þ¬ÄǾǼǽȅÚɆ

Customer Care is
¤ææ¬Ä¤ÃËÚ×ÚÞËÄ½

The Rise of the
æ©¬½ËÄÞêÃÚ

Customer Care is
the new Marketing

There’s been a lot of hype
around adopting social
media customer care
strategies, but now with
most brands establishing
their social care strategy,
we’re seeing a move
towards personalisation.
Companies are focusing
on more human
interactions – like active
conversations through
messaging – while
adopting a more casual
tone and using emojis.

A third of UK consumers
now say that they
actively choose to buy
from ‘ethical’ businesses,
while 8 out of 10 won’t
deal with a brand that
they don’t trust. With
GDPR now fully up and
running, this trend is only
going to escalate in 2019.

With consumer
interactions more
public, customer care
is becoming the new
marketing. It’s not that
one can replace the other
— it’s that they’re now
working together instead
of in silos. Feedback
often appears as public
comments under social
posts and care teams are
seizing the opportunity
æËæ¬õ½üĈÄæ©ÃÄ
ËąÚ×ê½¬ɇ×ÚÞËÄ½
responses. When it’s
done well, word spreads.

ʋǽȅ,ǼǼǼ

c©æü×¬½êÞæËÃÚ]Úõ¬Þõ¬ÞËÚ
Þ½Úü¬ÄǾǼǽȄÞËÄËêÚæɌ
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CÚºæ¬Ä¤×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ
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CÚºæ¬Ä¤×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ(continued)

c©öüËÃ×ÄüÃÚºæÞ¬æÞ½£ɇÄæ©
×½æ£ËÚÃÞ¬æêÞÞɇÚËæ©ºü£ËÚ¤¬Ä¬Ä¤Äö
êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇÄ£ËÚææÚæ¬Ä¤ºüæ½Äæ¬ÄæËæ©
ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄɌ
A strong social media presence,
appropriately placed digital
marketing, and well organised
õÄæÞÄ©õÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ
impact on customer intake and
brand representation.
Businesses are employing
data-driven marketing and
êæËÃæ¬ËÄæË£ê½Ĉ½æ©¬ÄÚÞ
demand for personalisation and
more tailored, intuitive customer

touchpoints. Blending data and
creative marketing means a need
for far better integration and
collaboration between marketing
and creative departments. This
has led to a rise in the number of
in-house creative roles becoming
available within the marketplace.
+¬¤©ÚÞ½Ú¬ÞÚæü×¬½½ü¤Ë¬Ä¤
to those with cross-channel
experience.

PËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ
 

ǽȃ%
Demand for
¬¤¬æ½CÚºæ¬Ä¤
professionals has
increased by 17%.

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Úü
C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cÃ×©ËêÚ½üÚæ
cü×¬½

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cü×¬½

General Marketing
Administrator

£17,000

£22,000

£19,000

£9.00

£12.00

£10.00

Executive

£20,000

£37,000

£26,000

£9.50

£15.00

£12.00

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋǿǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

ʋǾȀɌǼǼ

ʋǾǽɌǼǼ

 ]Ä¬ËÚCÄ¤Ú

ʋȀǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

ʋǿȁɌǼǼ

ʋǿǼɌǼǼ

 +Ë£

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȄȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃȂɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǾȁ×Úü

ʋȁȁǼ×Úü

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

Director

£80,000

£130,000

£95,000

ʋȀȁǼ×Úü

ʋȄǼǼ×Úü

ʋȂǼǼ×Úü

PR

YË½Þ¬ÄÃÄ¬Ä½êɆ

Administrator

£18,000

£24,000

£20,000

£9.00

£11.00

£9.00

Executive

£24,000

£30,000

£26,000

£10.00

£16.00

£14.00

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋǿȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽȄɌǼǼ

ʋǾȀɌǼǼ

ʋǾǼɌǼǼ

 ]Ä¬ËÚCÄ¤Ú

ʋȀǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȀɌǼǼ

ʋǿȁɌǼǼ

ʋǾȂɌǼǼ

 +Ë£

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȄȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

ʋȁǼǼ×Úü

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

Director

£74,000

£107,000

£92,000

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȄǼǼ×Úü

ʋȂȁǼ×Úü

 ¬¤¬æ½CÚºæ¬Ä¤ɒ]Jɒ]Ë¬½C¬
Administrator

Integrated
¤Ú×©¬
designers

]Ë¬½Ã¬
ËÄæÄæ
Úæ¬õÞ

Marketing
Ä½üÞæÞ
ɚ]JɒVVɛ

Digital brand
strategists

£20,000

£24,000

£22,000

£9.50

£14.00

£12.00

 CÄ¤Ú

ʋȀȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

ʋȀǼɌǼǼ

ʋǿǼɌǼǼ

 ]Ä¬ËÚCÄ¤Ú

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

ʋȀȁɌǼǼ

ʋȀǼɌǼǼ

£28,000

£40,000

£35,000

£14.00

£20.00

£15.00

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁɌǼǼ

ʋǿȁɌǼǼ

ʋǿǼɌǼǼ

Brand
Executive
 CÄ¤Ú

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Ú¬ÞɆc©ÞĈ¤êÚÞÚ½ææËÞ¬Þ½ÚüËÄ½üÄDJcæËæ½ÚÃêÄÚæ¬ËÄ×º¤Ɍ
cÃ×ËÚÚüÚæÞɆ All of the temporary rates we have outlined include basic pay and holiday pay.
They do not include employers’ NI or any agency mark up or margin.
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VÚËêÚÃÄæ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ
.Äõ¬æ½üɇæ©×ÚËêÚÃÄæ£êÄæ¬ËÄ¬Þ¤Ë¬Ä¤æËË×Úæ¬Ä¤¬ÄõÚüêÄÚæ¬Ä
Äõ¬ÚËÄÃÄææ©¬ÞüÚö¬æ©æ©¬Ã×æË£Úû¬æÄæ©ÞêÞÙêÄæ½ü
õË½æ¬½ÃÚºæÞɌ+¬Ú¬Ä¤û×Ú¬Ä¬Ä¬õ¬ê½Þö©ËÚ½æË×ææË
©Ä¤ÄÃÄ¤Ú¬Þºö¬½½æ©ºüæËº×¬Ä¤½ÃÄÚÚü¬Ä¤ËÄɌ
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VÚËêÚÃÄæ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄÞ(continued)

PËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ
 

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Úü

cÃ×©ËêÚ½üÚæ

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

cü×¬½

C¬Äʋ

Cûʋ

Procurement Administrator

£22,000

£28,000

£25,000

£12.00

£18.00

£15.00

Buyer

£26,000

£40,000

£34,000

ʋǽȁǼ×Úü

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

ʋǾǼǼ×Úü

 ]Ä¬ËÚêüÚ

ʋǿȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȃɇȁǼǼ

ʋȀǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾǼǼ×Úü

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

 æ¤ËÚüCÄ¤Ú

ʋǿȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀȄɇǼǼǼ

ʋǾȁǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

 VÚËêÚÃÄæCÄ¤Ú

ʋȀǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋȂǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁȀɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

 ]ê××½ü©¬ÄCÄ¤Ú

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ

ʋȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȁǾɇǼǼǼ

ʋǿǼǼ×Úü

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋǿȁǼ×Úü

With a noted skills shortage in this
profession, along with the high demand
for top talent, salaries have been driven
up, with an average increase of 8%.
Candidates in this sector are required to
be more tech savvy due to the increase
Ë£ÃËÚêæËÃæÞüÞæÃÞÄÚæ¬Ĉ¬½
intelligence, but they are also required
to be innovative and dynamic to devise
smarter ways of extracting costs from a
procurement process whilst improving
stakeholder experience.

 +Ë£VÚËêÚÃÄæ

ʋȃǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋǽǼǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȄǼɇǼǼǼ

ʋȀǼǼ×Úü

ʋȂȁǼ×Úü

ʋȀȁǼ×Úü

£95,000

£150,000

£115,000

ʋȂǼǼ×Úü

ʋȅǼǼ×Úü

ʋȄȁǼ×Úü

The function is becoming much more
strategic, and organisations require
creative and curious minds to help
develop new processes and strategies to
cope and adapt with the ever changing
environment. This level of ability required,
matched with the shortage of candidates,
will force employers to pay more.

ʋȄǼ,ǼǼǼ

Director of Procurement

VÚÃÄÄæÞ½Ú¬ÞɆc©ÞĈ¤êÚÞÚ½ææËÞ¬Þ½ÚüËÄ½üÄDJcæËæ½ÚÃêÄÚæ¬ËÄ×º¤Ɍ
cÃ×ËÚÚüÚæÞɆ All of the temporary rates we have outlined include basic pay and holiday pay.
They do not include employers’ NI or any agency mark up or margin.

c©æü×¬½+Ë£VÚËêÚÃÄæ
Þ½Úü¬ÄǾǼǽȄÞËÄËêÚæɌ

cü×¬½
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&ÚêæÚÚê¬æÃÄæÃÚºæ

&ÚêæÚÚê¬æÃÄæÃÚºæ(continued)

&ÚêæÚÚê¬æÃÄæ¬Äæ©g;©Þ¤êÄ
æËÞ½ËöËöÄɇö¬æ©æ©ÄêÃÚË£¤ÚêæÞ
©¬Ú¬ÄǾǼǽȄ£½½¬Ä¤Þ½¬¤©æ½ü£ËÚæ©ĈÚÞææ¬Ã¬Ä
ĈõüÚÞɌ
Graduate vacancy targets appear
to be reducing slightly as a result
of the uncertainty brought about
by Brexit, with employers in
8 out of 13 key industries and
employment areas hiring fewer
graduates than the year before.
Despite this, there appears to be
little (if any) impact on graduate
salaries, with the median starting
salary across the UK remaining
at £30,000 for the fourth year
running. From our research, we’ve
found that the average graduate
Þ½ÚüÞ×¬Ĉ½½ü¬ÄËêÚÚ¤¬ËÄ¬Þ
slightly lower at £25,000, but this
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is still an impressive 8.7% increase
£ÚËÃ½ÞæüÚɹÞõÚ¤Ĉ¤êÚ
Ë£ʋǾǿɇǼǼǼɇö©¬©¬ÞÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ
given the decline in graduate
opportunities.
This goes to show that there is
still a strong appetite for young,
fresh talent, and companies are
willing to pay more money to
attract the top students straight
out of university. They can
then be trained, developed and
retained with a view to eventually
promoting them through the
ranks.

c©©¬¤©Þæ×ê½¬Þ©
¤ÚêæÞæÚæ¬Ä¤Þ½Ú¬Þ
£ËÚǾǼǽȄ¬Ä½êɆ
ËÄÞê½æ¬Ä¤ĈÚÃ

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ

Graduate starting
salaries at the UK’s
leading graduate
employers are expected
to remain unchanged for
the fourth consecutive
year in 2019, at a median
starting salary of

We’reg
hirin
Jobs

Join u
s

Vac
anc
ies

Over here

ʋǿǼɇǼǼǼ

=öĈÚÃÞ

ʋȀȂɇǼǼǼ

At least a sixth of places on
the top graduate programmes
now provide starting salaries
of more than ʋȀǼɇǼǼǼ and
nine of the country’s bestknown graduate employers
are paying salaries in excess
of ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼthis year.

c©ǽǼÃËÞæÃ×½Ëü½¤ÚÞÚɆ

C¬¬ÄÄ
Äæ¬ÞæÚü

ræÚ¬ÄÚü
]¬Ä

]ê·æÞ½½¬
æËC¬¬Ä

Ú©¬ææêÚɇ
Building and Planning

Engineering

ËÃ×êæÚ
]¬Ä

Cæ©Ãæ¬½
]¬ÄÞ

Business and
Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬õ]æê¬Þ

êæ¬ËÄ

ʋȀȁɇǼǼǼ
The biggest growth in graduate
õÄ¬Þ¬Þû×ææɆ
Public sector organisations
 ËêÄæ¬Ä¤ʲ×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½
ÞÚõ¬ÞĈÚÃÞ
 Ä¤¬ÄÚ¬Ä¤ʲ¬ÄêÞæÚ¬½
companies
cË¤æ©Úɇæ©ü¬ÄæÄæË
ÚÚê¬æËõÚ

ȃȁǼ

ûæÚ¤ÚêæÞ
¬ÄǾǼǽȅ

ʋȀȀɇǼǼǼ
Retail

ʋȀȀɇǼǼǼ

The most
generous
graduate
salaries in
ǾǼǽȄɆ

ǽɒǿ

More
than a

£ ££ £

.ÄõÞæÃÄæÄºÞɚÃ¬ÄË£ʋȀȃɇǼǼǼɛ
=öĈÚÃÞɚÃ¬ÄË£ʋȀȀɇǼǼǼɛ
J¬½ʲÄÚ¤üËÃ×Ä¬ÞɚÃ¬ÄË£ʋǿȁɇǼǼǼɛ
Retailers ɚÃ¬ÄË£ʋǿȁɇǼǼǼɛ

third of
ÚÚê¬æÚÞ

advise that graduates
who have had no
previous work
experience at all
are unlikely to be
successful during
the selection
processes for the
top employers’
graduate programmes.

Law
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s©ü×Ë×½öËÚºɍ
s½½ºÄËöæ©ÞÄÚ¬Ëö½½Ɍc©ÃËÚÄ¬Ä¤ÞÚÚºɇæ©öæ©Ú¬Þ
¤ÚüɇÄËÃ¬Ä¤æËöËÚº¬Äæ©Ë½ö©Äö½½ºÄËööɹÞËËÄÚ
öÚ××ê×æ©ËÃö¬æ©ê×Ë£æÃºÞ¬æ½½£½½¬ææ½¬æ©ÚÚɌ
.æɹÞæ¬ÃÞ½¬ºæ©Þæ©æ×ÚËÃ×æ
üËêæËÞæÚæÚÞÞÞÞ¬Ä¤üËêÚ
¤Ë½ÞɇÄæº¬Ä¤½ËÞÚ½ËËº
æüËêÚÚÚɇö©ÚüËêöËÚºɇ
Äö©æ©ÚüËêɹÚ©××ü
ö©ÚüËêÚɌ
c©¬Þ¬Þæ©×Ú£ææ¬Ã£ËÚ
ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞæËËɇæË½ËËºæ
©Ëöæ©üÚ¬ÄÄæ¬õ¬Þ¬Ä¤æ©¬Ú
ÞæąɇÄö©ææ©üÚËąÚ¬Ä¤
æ©¬ÚÃ×½ËüÞæËö¬Äæ©ÃËõÚ
üÚ£æÚüÚɌs©üË×Ë×½
öÄææËöËÚº£ËÚüËêɍ
c©ÄÞöÚ½¬Þ¬Äæº¬Ä¤æ©æ¬Ã
æËêÄÚÞæÄö©æ¬Þ¤Äê¬Ä½ü
¬Ã×ËÚæÄææËüËêÚÃ×½ËüÞɇ
ö©¬©Ë£ËêÚÞö¬½½õÚü
¬ąÚÄæ×Ä¬Ä¤ê×ËÄö©ËÃ
ö¬æ©¬ÄüËêÚËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄüËêÞºɌ
ÚÄæÞêÚõüËÃ×½æüæ©
.VÞºÚÞ×ËÄÄæÞö©¬©
£æËÚÞæ©üöËê½¬Äæ¬£üÞ
¬Ä¤ÃËÞæ¬Ã×ËÚæÄææËæ©Ã
ö©Äæ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ëêææ©¬ÚÚÚ
ËÚöËÚº¬Ä¤½¬£ɇÄæ©ÚÞê½æÞ
×¬Äæ½Ú×¬æêÚË£ö©Ú
Ã×½ËüÚÞÄæË£ËêÞÞ¬Ä¤
ËÄ¬Äæ©¬Ú×½ÄÞ£ËÚÞæą
ÚæÄæ¬ËÄÄÄ¤¤ÃÄæɌ
ȂȅʦË£æ©ËÞÞêÚõüüæ©
.V¬ææ©æ·ËÞæ¬Þ£æ¬ËÄ
ÄöËÚºɒ½¬£½ÄÚæöË

Ë£æ©ÃËÞæ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ£æËÚÞ
ö©Äæ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ëêææ©¬ÚÚÚɌ
s©Ä½ËËºæ¬ÄÃËÚ×æ©ɇ
æ©ÞêÚõü£ËêÄæ©æöËÃÄ
ÚÃËÚ½¬º½üæË¬æöËÚºɬ½¬£
½ÄÞÄ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ£æËÚ
ɚȃǿʦɛæ©ÄÃÄɚȂȂʦɛÄ½ÞË
ÃËÚ½¬º½üæËÚ¤Úæ©×Ë×½
æ©üöËÚºö¬æ©ÞÄ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ
£æËÚɚȀȄʦɛæ©ÄÃÄɚǾȀʦɛɌ

öËÚº¬Ä¤½¬£¬Þæê½½üÃËÚ
¬Ã×ËÚæÄææËÃËÞæË£æ©ËÞ
ÙêÞæ¬ËÄæ©Äæ©¬ÚÞ½Úü
ËÚÚÃêÄÚæ¬ËÄ×º¤Ɍ
c©Ú¬ÞÄËÞüËÚ½Äºæ
ÄÞöÚɌs©æ×Ë×½öÄæ£ÚËÃ
æ©¬Ú·ËɇÄö©æö¬½½º×
æ©ÃöËÚº¬Ä¤×ÚËêæ¬õ½üÄ
Äæ©êÞ¬Þæ¬½½ü£ËÚÄÃ×½ËüÚ

&Ë¬Ä¤æ©æûæÚÃ¬½£ËÚüËêÚÞæąÃüö½½
ÚÞê½æ¬Ä½½Ë£æ©Ã¤Ë¬Ä¤æ©æûæÚÃ¬½£ËÚüËêɌ
%ËêÚ¬ÄæÄÃ×½ËüÞɚȀǽʦɛ
Ú¤Úæ©×Ë×½æ©üöËÚºö¬æ©
ÞËÄË£æ©ÃËÞæ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ
£æËÚÞæËæ©Ãö©Äæ©¬Äº¬Ä¤
Ëêææ©¬ÚÚÚɇö©¬½ÞæǾȅʦÞü
ÃÄ¬Ä¤ËÚ×êÚ×ËÞ¬Þ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ
æËæ©ÃɌyËêÄ¤öËÚºÚÞ¤
æöÄǽȄÄǿȀÚÃËÚ
½¬º½üæËÚæ×ÚË¤ÚÞÞ¬ËÄÞæ©
ÃËÞæ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ£æËÚɌ
.æɹÞ¬ÄæÚÞæ¬Ä¤æËÄËææ©æö½æ©
¬Þæ©Ĉ£æ©ÃËÞæ£ÚÙêÄæ½ü¬æ
£æËÚüÚÞ×ËÄÄæÞɇö©¬©
¤ËÞæËÞ©Ëöæ©æ×ËÞ¬æ¬õɇ
×ÚËêæ¬õɇÄ×ÚË¤ÚÞÞ¬õ

Ȃȅʦ

Ë£æ©ËÞÞêÚõüüæ©.V
¬ææ©æ·ËÞæ¬Þ£æ¬ËÄÄ
öËÚºɒ½¬£½ÄÚæöËË£æ©
ÃËÞæ¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ£æËÚÞö©Ä
æ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ëêææ©¬ÚÚÚɌ

%ËêÚ¬ÄæÄÃ×½ËüÞ

Ȁǽʦ
Ú¤Úæ©×Ë×½æ©üöËÚº
with as one of the most
¬Ã×ËÚæÄæ£æËÚÞæËæ©Ãö©Ä
æ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ëêææ©¬ÚÚÚɌ

×ÄÞËÄÞËÃÄü¬Ä¬õ¬ê½
£æËÚÞæ©æÚ×ÚÞËÄ½æËæ©
¬Ä¬õ¬ê½ÞüËêÃ×½ËüɌ
c©ºü¬ÞæÚü¬Ä¤æËæºæ©æ¬Ã
æËÞ×ºæËüËêÚÞæąɇÞÞÞÞ
æ©¬Ú¤Ë½Þö¬æ©æ©Ãɇõ½Ë×
ÞæÚæ¤¬ÞæË¬ÄÚÞæ©öËÚºɒ
½¬£½ÄɇÄÃËÄÞæÚæ
©ËöºÄüËêÚæË¤æ¬æÚ¬¤©æɌ
&Ë¬Ä¤æ©æûæÚÃ¬½£ËÚüËêÚ
ÞæąÃüö½½ÚÞê½æ¬Ä½½Ë£æ©Ã
¤Ë¬Ä¤æ©æûæÚÃ¬½£ËÚüËêɌ

DÚ½üæ©Ú¬ÄæÄÃ×½ËüÞ

Ǿȅʦ
Ë£Ã×½ËüÞÞüÃÄ¬Ä¤ËÚ
×êÚ×ËÞ¬Þ¬Ã×ËÚæÄææËæ©Ã
¬Äæ©¬ÚÚÚÞɌ
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ÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞJĆ]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½YÚê¬æÃÄæ
]½ÚüY×ËÚæǾǼǽȅ

]æËÚÄ½üÞ¬Þ

Regional outlook

c©ÚÞê½æÞË£Ä½üÞ¬ÞË£½Ë½êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞæËÚÞæ©æ©õÚÚê¬æ
ËĆÞê××ËÚæʲæ©Ä¬½Ä¬æÞ¬ÄǾǼǽȄ¬ÞÄËæÞêÚ×Ú¬Þ¬Ä¤ö©ÄËÄ
ËÄÞ¬ÚÞæ©×Ë×ê½æ¬ËÄË£êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞ¬Ä©ÞæËÚ¬ÄËêÚÚ¤¬ËÄɌ

]½Úü½õ½Þ£ËÚËêÄæÄüÄĈÄÄÞæą
©õ½öüÞ©½Ú¤ÚÄ¤ÚËÞÞæ©g;Ɍ

CÄê£æêÚ¬Ä¤

ǾȄʦ

ËÄÞæÚêæ¬ËÄ
ÄVÚË×Úæü

ǽȅʦ

%¬ÄÄ¬½]Úõ¬Þ

Retail

ǽȅʦ

ǽǼʦ

]ê××ËÚæ]Úõ¬Þ

ǽȂʦ
Distribution

4%

Other

4%

It would be wrong to assume
that there is one salary level for
the North and also wrong to
assume that there is one salary
½õ½ÚËÞÞæ©yËÚºÞ©¬Úɇ+êÃÚ
ÄÞæC¬½ÄÞÚ¤¬ËÄÞɌ
It won’t be a big surprise to hear
that the larger cities command
a premium salary. The increased
demand for quality candidates
has driven this trend and shows
no sign of changing in the
immediate future.

Last year we saw a repeat
of previous years, with more
isolated locations such as
]êÄæ©ËÚ×ÄDöÚºÞ¬Ä¤
lower salaries than similar roles
in Nottingham and Leeds. This
shows how these areas are less
¬ÄĉêÄüÞËÃË£æ©æÚÄÞ
ąæ¬Ä¤æ©ËõÚ½½Ú¤¬ËÄÄ
also the fact that location (rather
than salary) remains a key factor
for candidates.

ËêÄæü
 

Y¤¬ËÄ½
×üõÚ¬Ä

North Yorkshire
York
 +ÚÚË¤æ

+4%
Ǽʦ

East Riding of Yorkshire
 +ê½½

+1%

West Yorkshire
Bradford
Leeds
 +½¬£û
 +êÚÞĈ½
 sºĈ½

+2%
+8%
ɬǽʦ
ɬǽʦ
ʐǽʦ

]Ëêæ©yËÚºÞ©¬Ú
Barnsley
Doncaster
Rotherham
 ]©Ć½

ËêÄæüêÚ©Ã

-2%
-1%
-2%
ʐȀʦ

=¬ÄË½ÄÞ©¬Ú
Grimsby
Lincoln
 ]êÄæ©ËÚ×

North Yorkshire

Data collected and analysed from the vacancies handled
by Brewster Partners Recruitment Group in 2018.

-2%
0%
ɬȀʦ

ÚüÞ©¬Ú
East
Riding of
Yorkshire

West
Yorkshire

©ÞæÚĈ½
Derby

ɬǾʦ
+3%

Nottinghamshire
Newark
Nottingham
Worksop

=ÄÞ©¬Ú
South
Yorkshire

©Þ©¬Ú
Lincolnshire

Derbyshire
Nottinghamshire
e
]½Úü©ËæÞ×ËæÞ

-1%
+5%
+1%

The above table assumes an
average rate for the region at 0%,
for example Worksop is equal to the
regional average salary. Our data
illustrates an 8% positive variance
on salaries in Leeds.

ÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞJĆ]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½YÚê¬æÃÄæ
]½ÚüY×ËÚæǾǼǽȅ
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ê½æêÚÄÄĈæÞ

ê½æêÚÄÄĈæÞ(continued)

ǾǼǽȄÞöæ©£ËêÞË£ÃÄüËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞ
Þ©¬£ææË¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä¤Äõ½Ë×¬Ä¤æ©¬Ú
ËÃ×ÄüÄĈæÞÄö½½¬Ä¤ÞæÚæ¤¬Þ
¬Ä¬æËËæ©Úæ¬Äæ©¬Úû¬Þæ¬Ä¤
æË×æ½ÄæɇÄæËæÚüæËææÚæÙê½¬æü
Ä¬æÞ£ÚËÃæ©ÃÚºæ×½
Ä¬ÄæËæ©¬Ú¬ÄæÚõ¬öÚËËÃÞɌ

According to an employee
ÄĈæÞæÚÄÞÞêÚõüüËÄɇ
82% of employers will be focusing
on employee engagement in
æ©üÚ©ɇȃǼɌȁʦËÄÞæą
retention, and 55% on employee
value proposition, so we are likely
æËÞÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä
æ©ÄêÃÚË£Ã×½ËüÚÞËąÚ¬Ä¤
more than just a basic salary and
annual leave.
.ÄæÚËê¬Ä¤ÄöÄĈæÞÄ
come with its challenges, as
identifying what your employees
want is a very subjective
process, especially with a
multi-generational workforce.

The needs and wants of a
20-something year old will be
õÚü¬ąÚÄææËÃ×½ËüÞ
in the 60’s, so the key is to
Þ¬¤ÄÄ½¬õÚÄĈæÞæ©æ
will be suitable and attractive
for everyone. For younger
employees too, the way a
business conducts itself and the
company culture is becoming
increasingly important, which
means giving people more
holidays or a bonus incentive
simply won’t be enough to
attract, and certainly keep,
your ideal candidate.

cË×ǽǼÞ¬ÚÃ×½ËüÄĈæÞɆ
From a sample of over 500 candidates and
ËąÚÞÃ¬ÄǾǼǽȄɇö½¬õæ©æË×æÄ
ÞËê¤©æ£æÚÄĈæÞ£ËÚÃ×½ËüÞÚɆ
1

%½û¬½öËÚº¬Ä¤©ËêÚÞ

2

YÃËæöËÚº¬Ä¤

3

cÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤Äõ½Ë×ÃÄæË××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ

4

VÄÞ¬ËÄ]©Ã

5

+½æ©¬ÄÞêÚÄ

6

VÚ£ËÚÃÄÚ½æËÄêÞ

7

]æêüÞê××ËÚæ

8

êü¬Ä¤¬æ¬ËÄ½ÄÄê½½õ

9

©¬½ÚõËê©ÚÞ

10

]êÞ¬¬Þ¤üÃÃÃÚÞ©¬×

¬æ¬ËÄ½öËÚº×½
×ÚºÞæ©æÚ©¬¤©½ü
ÚæɆ

A study of 2,315 UK workers
by Perkbox, an online employee
ÄĈæÞ×½æ£ËÚÃ£ËêÄæ©æ
these were amongst some of
the additional perks rated highly
by employees:

TOP

ǽǼ

JĆ×Úæ¬Þ

JĆæÃ
Þ×ËÚæÞ

%ÚæɇËą
and fruit

ËËº½êÞ

Pool table

Casual dress
Ë

]êÃÃÚõÄæÞ
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ê½æêÚÄÄĈæÞ

ê½æêÚÄÄĈæÞ(continued)

TOP

Ã×½Ëür½ê
VÚË×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄɚrVɛ
Developing a strong, realistic
Employee Value Proposition is
vital in order to not only attract
but retain your top employees.
In order to do this you must
ĈÚÞæêÄÚÞæÄ©ËöÞæąÄ
potential employees perceive
your brand and culture.
For example: what attracted
them to your company; why
they think it is unique; what
they value most about working
there; why they stay; and
why they leave. This sort of
information can be collected
æ©ÚËê¤©ÞæąÞêÚõüÞɇ£ËêÞ
groups and exit interviews,
as well as feedback from past
employees and interviewees.
With a clear, honest view of
what it is like to work for your
company, you can develop this
and mould it into your employer
branding to create a compelling
EVP and draw in your desired
candidates.
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Ȁȃʦ

ȁ

The TOP 5Þæ×Þ
organisations are
æº¬Ä¤æË¬Ã×ÚËõæ©¬Ú

Ã×½ËüÚr½ê
VÚË×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄ

;ü¬Ä¬æ¬æ¬õÞæË

ææÚæ
talent in
ǾǼǽȅ

Every employer, once they
have perfected their salary and
ÄĈæÞ×º¤Þɇö¬½½Ä
to develop strong employer
branding that is both celebrated
¬ÄæÚÄ½½üɇÄąæ¬õ½ü
communicated to their pool of
target candidates.

With candidates being drawn in
more by the company’s ethics,
values and culture rather than the
Þ¬Þ½ÚüËąÚ¬Ä¤ɇ¬æɹÞÞÞÄæ¬½
that these are made visible to
potential employees and remain
consistent across all aspects of
the branding.

;ü£æËÚÞ¬ÄææÚæ¬Ä¤æ©ÞæÄ¬æÞÚɆ

Promote
ËÃ×Äüê½æêÚ

.ÄÚÞ
remuneration

46%

ȀǼʦ

£

%½û¬½
working

ËÃÃêÄ¬ææ©
ÚÄõ½êÞʲ
mission statement

ȀǾʦ

Ë£Ã×½ËüÚÞËąÚ
ÚÚõ½Ë×ÃÄæ
Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ
ËÃ×ÚæË
æ©ÚüÚÞ¤ËɌ

Ã×½ËüÚÚÄ¬Ä¤

d
Bran

ÃËÄÞæÚææ©ËÃ×ÄüɹÞ
öËÚº¬Ä¤Äõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæ

ǿȄʦ
+¬¤©½¬¤©æÚÚ
õ½Ë×ÃÄæË××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ

ȀǼʦ
.ÄÚÞ
Ã×½ËüÄĈæÞ

ǿȅʦ
JĆæÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤Ä
õ½Ë×ÃÄæ×ÚË¤ÚÃÃÞ

36%

34%

Jêæ½¬Äæ©ËÃ×ÄüÚöÚ
ÄÄĈæÞÞ©Ã

JąÚ¬Ä¤ÚÃËæ
working

33%

33%

ȃȂʦ

Ë£Ä¬æÞÚ
ÃËÚ½¬º½üæË½õ
an organisation if their company
is unable to provide them with
their requested training.

ȀǾʦ
Ë£Ã×½ËüÚÞ
ËąÚÄ
Ã×½Ëü
wellness
×ÚË¤ÚÃÃ
As the
importance
of employee
engagement
and productivity
increases, more companies are
supporting their overall employee
wellness as part of their approach.

%½û¬½öËÚº¬Ä¤
hours

Ambition and
growth

=ÚÞ©¬×æÃ

õ
õ½Ë×ÃÄæ
Ë××
Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ

JÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄê½æêÚ

JÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄõ½êÞ

Every recruitment
exercise is an opportunity
to communicate this
whole proposition out
tto a large number of
individuals who may be
in
target
candidates today
tar
or at any point in the future.
Taking the time to ensure this
happens and that every candidate
enjoys a positive experience
from the recruitment process is

a major means towards achieving
a successful employer brand.
Our Partners and Consultants
have worked with many of
ËêÚÚ¤¬ËÄɹÞ]CÞɇËÚ×ËÚæÞ
and public sector organisations
to establish and benchmark
their reputation, set out
what the current and target
employer propositions are
and communicate this to the
external market.

ÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞJĆ]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½YÚê¬æÃÄæ
]½ÚüY×ËÚæǾǼǽȅ

c¬½ËÚÄ©ÃÚº¬Ä¤ÞÚõ¬Þ

c©æ¬Äæ©¬ÞÚ×ËÚæÚ×ÚÞÄæÞÞêÃÃÚüË£
½ËæÃËÚæ¬½öËÚºæ©æöÄ×ÚËê£ËÚ
ËêÚ¬Ä¬õ¬ê½½¬ÄæÞɹÚÙêÞæÞɌJêÚ£ê½½ÞÚõ¬
Äû×ÄËÄæ©£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤ÚÞɆ
DÚÚËöÚ£ËêÞ

]Ë×¬Ä¤æ©æ½Äæ×ËË½

There are some additional
variations in the data for the
following segments:

Demand for all accountancy
ÞæąÚËÞÞ©Ú×½ü¬ÄǾǼǽȄÄ
will continue to do so in 2019.
This rise will be sharper in some
disciplines more than others.
The result will be a scarcity of
candidates for some disciplines
and an abundance in others.
JêÚÞÚõ¬Ä×ÚËõ¬æÚĆ
light report on each discipline
to show you the size of the
appropriate talent pool.

&Ë¤Ú×©¬½½Ëæ¬ËÄ
There are some regional
splits between Leeds,
]©Ć½ɇÚ£ËÚɇsºĈ½ɇ
yËÚºɇ+ÚÚË¤æɇ©ÞæÚĈ½ɇ
Doncaster, Barnsley,
YËæ©Ú©Ãɇ]êÄæ©ËÚ×ɇ
=¬ÄË½Äɇ&Ú¬ÃÞüÄ+ê½½Ɍ
c©¬ąÚÄ¬ÞÄËæÃæÚ¬½
but the trend does exist
CÚºæÞæËÚ
 ]ËÃÞæËÚÞÚ×ü¬Ä¤Þ½Ú¬Þ
at a higher premium to others
due to their current margins
Äû×ææ¬ËÄÞË£æ©¬ÚÞæą
ËÃ×ÄüÞ¬ā
 c©¬ąÚÄæ¬æ¬ËÄæöÄ
]CÄËÚ×ËÚæ¬ÞÚË
ËÄɌ¬ąÚÄææÚÄÞû¬Þæ
within each category. e.g. the
range of salaries we have noted
£ËÚ+Y¬ÚæËÚÞ½Ú¬Þö¬æ©¬Ä
]CÞËõÚÞʋȃȁºæËʋǽȀȁº
For all of these areas, we are
able to drill down into the detail
and extract some accurate
data for our clients.

Ã×½ËüÚÚÄ¬Ä¤
In a market where more
ËÃ×Ä¬ÞÚĈ¤©æ¬Ä¤æËÚÚê¬æ
the best talent, our team have built
up a lot of experience in making
sure that our clients’ employer
ÚÄÞÚõ½Ë×ąæ¬õ½ü
(to consider the factors that will
ææÚæÄÚæ¬ÄÞæąɛɌs©õ
case studies of working with
ËÚ×ËÚæÞÄ]CÞ¬Ä©½×¬Ä¤
them draw up their employer
branding proposition.
We are able to contribute immense
value to our clients in delivering
their employer branding to their
target candidates in the way that
we advertise their roles, talk to
candidates and promote their
business.
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Ëê×
YÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×
JĆÞ¬ÄɆ
ËÄÞæÚ
ʐȀȀɚǼɛǽǿǼǾǿǼȄǼȀǼ
ǼȀǼ
Leeds
ǽȃǼ
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]©££¬½
ǼȁȅǼ
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